
ABOUT LUXURITE

Luxurite is a UK based LCD appliance  specialist who produce a kitchen TV, 

bathroom TV and mirror TV. Our headquarters are in Manchester and provide 

onsite telephone and e mail support. The  Manchester office has been in 

operation for about 3 years with rapid  growth in both revenue and client base.

Luxurite has its own professional design and  technical team and 100% share in 

a manufacture facility in Asia, Far East.  In design, purchasing, manufacturing, 

logistics and customer service we operate to  EU standards. In this way we 

ensure clients receive top quality products at competitive prices.

Our company's aim is to work with  local UK companies in the kitchen, 

bathroom and home improvement industries for combined success.   Our 

products are developed to strengthen our clients' product competitiveness.  We 

understand that this is the only way  we can all succeed in the long  term.

www.luxurite.com

A World in the Mirror



GLASS TV in a bar / crystal mirror -17INCH

A 
World 

in the Mirror
A dreamlike flickering picture that puts you between a fantasy world and reality. 

A magic mirror that reflects a real world as well as your soul. It's so real yet so 

irreal, it's simply irresistible for a person who lives in a fantasy world.

It's no crazy magic. Luxurite glass TV is a perfect combination TV series of 

mirror/glass and televison technology. 3 top technologies bring you this 

amazing Glass TV. Broad temperature technology allows the whole device to 

work under extreme conditions, no matter it's embedded in the wall or any 

other stuffy places. High luminance back light technology and special glass 

accomplish the core fade-in-fade-out performance. All kinds of special glasses 

and printing technique can meet all customized requirements with tight 

tolerance.

3 sub-series of Luxurite Glass TV, crystal mirror, colored glass and design glass. 

Each of them is with miraculous features and you may choose to install them in 

hotel rooms, bars, SPA, living rooms, washrooms, kitchens, furnitures and 

anywhere you can imagine. Trust your own taste, you can even design your 

own Glass TV...



Colored Glass

Design Glass  

Crystal Mirror

GLASS TV in the Living room / crystal mirror -42INCH

Dazzling your eyes is Crystal Mirror's specialty. Sometimes, one cannot even 

tell it's a mirror or a TV that you are looking at. You can take it as a mirror 

when it's off, but it's a genuine and glamouring TV when it's on. Special 

glass panel makes this all happen at the same time. You can even install it 

using your creativity and surprise your guests and friends.

Colored Glass is the best choice for business environment. Integrated with TV 

and colored glass, you don't have to leave any extra space for hanging, that's 

right,  Luxurite Colored Glass will be right in your wall. Also, you can always 

change it's outward image and size as you wish.

Design Glass is for people with special ideas and requirements for their TVs. 

Design Glass can be made into all colors with all pictures. Installing the TV 

is also a designing process. You can print your company logo,  your life 

motto, or your favourite photoes.....There's just no boundary when it 

comes to Luxurite Design Glass.



SPECIFICATION
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LCD size

L x M x H L x M x H

386x260x36

765x475x81

590x398x5

1118x606x5

599x368x45920x560x5

894x557x811410x880x5

983x606x811570x960x10

983x606x811890x1110x10

386x260x36

765x475x81

590x398x5

1118x606x5

599x368x45920x560x5

894x557x811410x880x5

983x606x811570x960x10

983x606x811890x1110x10

386x260x36

765x475x81

590x398x5

1118x606x5

599x368x45920x560x5

894x557x811410x880x5

983x606x811570x960x10

983x606x811890x1110x10

ITEM SPEC

LCD SIZE

Brightness

Viewing 
angle

Resolution

System

17 , 22 ,32 ,37 ,42 52

 400 cd/ ,450 cd/ ,500 cd/ ,500 cd/
800 cd/ ,1000 cd/

140(H) / 120(V),178(H) / 178(V),178(H) / 178(V)

17   : 1440x900

22   : 1680 x1050

Video system     PAL, SECAM, DVB-T

Audio system     BG, DK, I, L/L

Input

DTV(DVB-T)

ATV

AV,S-video

PC

HDMI

Modulation

Video System

Audio System

Basic Functions

COFDM 2K/8K QPSK,16QAM,
64QAM

MPEG-  MP@ML

MPEG-1/2 layer 1,2,3

EPG,Subtitle,Teletext,(EURO),
MHEG-5(UK)

75 Ohm ANT.

AV Cable input, S-video input

DB 15 VGA Input

480i, 480p, 576i, 576p, 720p,1080i, 1080p

Amplify

OSD Languages

Power suppy

consumption

2Wx2,10Wx2

English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese.

DC12V

42-160W, standby<1-3W.

Teletext 300-1000 pages

Nicam/a2    YES

ITEM SPEC

please do not hesitate to contact us if you need any help or any other information, 

dial +44 161 2782560, or visa www.luxurite.com, thank you.

,100-240VAC 50/60HZ

32   : 1920 x1080

178(H) / 178(V),178(H) / 178(V),178(H) / 178(V),

37   : 1920 x1080

42   : 1920 x1080

52   : 1920 x1080

GLASS TV in the washroom / crystal mirror -42INCH

GLASS TV in a Hotel room / crystal mirror -32INCH

Categories

We provide specialized customization service (glass size) for 

each product series above
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